
3/28/70 

Dear Howard, 

Your letter of the 25th, with enclosed carbon of your 2eth to Dick, 
arrived today without cancellation. 

A7parently I did not send you the earner letters, over a period of many, 
many months. I have been trying to get them to let me see the shirt end tie or, 
as en alternative, tc take pictures for me. Then I said how about making enlarge-
ments of pictures you do have showing just the slits in the shirt en'. the nick in 
the tie. Be sent me the exhibits as published, and I responded they shoe.  nothing, 
how about enlargement, and he make less than 2x enalrgements, etc. I am building 
e record, end they heve to be crazy not to realize it. My entire correspondence 
is in these terms only, telling him I don't went the gore, just the evidence, eal 
eceusing them of niacin(' games and superessine it while freely distributing all 
the gore in the world. 

They told me about tne two pictures. They also told me trey do not make 
copies. I'll raise that point if I want them after I see them. I just haven't been 
able to get there in a while. If you are certain tee FBI picture shows tee slits, 
please order a copy for me and I'll make no mention of it, which might be interesting. 
I do not see how taey can eeny any of these pictures, including FBI exhibits, which 
are covered by tue ex order of 10/31/ 66 and are required to be both in the Archives 
end available. 

I an disturbed that Dick has seemingly maintained a contact with Litton, 
knowing what he hes to know about Aim, more disturbed that he nut you up to this 
at best futility, end, while I do not consider him anything but as honest as man 
can be, I know he wants to help evegyone end also it sometimes becomes difficult 
if not impossible to keep in mind what you are not supposed to mention. Lifton has 
learned things he should not have and his espionage efforts are extensive and effect-
ive. I consider that Dick might accidently reveal what he is not supposed to, but 
no more tnen that. I hove a gigh regard for nim anu ne hue been helpful to me. 

The maim of transfer covers more than tue pictures and X-rays. If I get 
it you can, of course, see it. I have been working on this for more than a year. 
It covers whet was given to Evelyn Lincoln when she was working in the Archives. 
It also inclides the clothing, etc., some of which was personal property. She did 
sign it on behalf of ti estate (which could not possibly have owned the film). 
Keep we posted on vieat they tell you and, if trey do nothing, let it wait until we 
wee what hapeens to my efforts. This is a very tickoish area and I do think we 
have better prospects if I can continue to try and eandle tais my way. I have had 
tee original receipts in my hand and I also have in writing the insistence they do 
not exist, so 1  have been making progress. I have done nothing to press and will not 
for a while yet. 

I do not race 1 the memo on the removal of the clothing. Can you refresh 
my memory on that? It ce be very important, tut I now forget so much! 

Yours is a logical guess on where the slides, etc., are. 1t is my second 
guess because I have, in writing, from the Navy tee statement tuey have nothing at 
all on tuis. Didn't I snow you trot correspondence? Let it wait until we are 
together again. 

The AP story was originated in Baltimore, not Washington, through the 
effort of a local reporter here. 

I do not argue the Zepruder point, but I sug -est you consider the 
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possibility of a hit later than any of the slides. Not probability. Have we 

entirely eliminated the possibility? (I've not tried.) 

Chest wound: I think I have not gotten through to you on what 7erjury 

is. It is not merely a lie, nor merely false swearing. It must have materiality, 

end that is sbject to interpretation. If there is nothing connected with the 

crime in the surgery, I doubt there is perjury. I doubt there were wounis at 

the point oC surgery, for toe many people would nave Inown. As you see, Perry was
 

willing, to open up tc me a bit, and in direct contradiction to the Report... 

There was no possibility of revivinz the Pres., so taere is no oetariality in 

tuis. Everyone -sew immetUstelt he was done for. mill signalled it to the follow-

up car as soon as he got onto the beck of the seat. 

So, it is not to say that your discovery is without significence. But 

I (non-lawyer that I am) do not believe it was perjury. 

In your letter to Dick, why do you not eek if these fragments could 

be fragmentation of a fragment, the remainder going elsewhere? I've had that 

hunch for a while, if the frggments do not add up to an entire one (and here get 

out of the 6.5 bag if you are in itl.I think in time I'll ;mt.!: thin one out. 

Nothing else new. DJ turned me down egein on the panel materiels but 

in another evasive letter that requires further cerreependence. I'll send you a 

copy -hen I reply. I've been working some outside lately. Need tne exercise end 

the work has to be done, so I've tan littletime. With DI, I must be careful not 

to make a technical error, op 1  must te'ee tine, not to get thrown ouo of cour
t. 

Best regards, 


